
RIVERSIDE MEDICAL PRACTICE 
PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP 

 
MINUTES of meeting held at the Surgery on Thursday, 8th November 2018 
 
PRESENT. Mike Jones (Acting Chair) Aaron West (Surgery Representative), Roger Briers (Treasurer), 
Mary Pope, Sue Pope, Mandy Reader (Surgery Community Care Coordinator), Diane Peacock, Jill 
Wellings, Peter Morris, Helena Smith, Sheila Combes, Stan Adams, Joan Shanley, Shirlie Briers. 
 
APOLOGIES.  Dr. Patel (Surgery), Sue Nanson, Kath Sherry, Tracy Wilcox (Surgery), Julie Hewitt  
 
INTRODUCTION.  Mandy Reader, Surgery Community Care Coordinator was introduced to us and 
she spoke about her role at the Practice which covered many duties mainly involving a signposting 
role and working with vulnerable patients.  Such as patients with Learning Disabilities, the Frail and 
Vulnerable, often patients referred to her via the Doctor or other Agencies such as Age Concern, 
Alzheimer’s, Mind and other organisations out there who all connect with one another or Self 
Referral. 
 
It was suggested her role should be publicised within the Practice Newsletter. 
 
 This was our first meeting since Colin’s’ passing and it was noted that the Patients   Support Group 
were well represented at his funeral. 

 
The Acting Chair commented on the most fitting Eulogy given at the Service and the time and 
energy that he put in on behalf of the Group and expressed a wish that a permanent tribute to his 
work and efforts on behalf of the Practice.  e.g.  Provision made in the new premises for perhaps a 
room dedicated to him personally. 

 
It was noted that his Wife, Mary had herself put tremendous effort into the Group including our 
meeting refreshments and the hosting of an Annual Garden Party. This was followed by a one-
minute silence for Colin.  

 
 MATTERS ARISING.  The Flu Jabs were almost complete. 
 
The GP On line Service briefly discussed and what the benefits would be to  
all concerned.   Monthly meetings to be held on this subject the next one scheduled for November 
29th followed by December 19th.  These meetings would last for approximately one hour.  1.00 pm – 
2.00 pm, Web on line. (webinar). 

 
NEW PREMISES.  No further update but we were advised that this was now possibly scheduled for 
early 2020 and that there was a more positive attitude towards this happening.  The Change of Use 
was finalised earlier this year and the Business Bid was still pending. 

 
RETIREMENT.  It was confirmed that Dr D Clesham had now retired and it was unanimously agreed 
that we present him with a Gift from the Group possibly at the Christmas meal. 

 



CHRISTMAS DINNER.  The details for the meal to be held at the Four Crosses, Bicton on December 
3rd, 2018 circulated.  It was agreed that Mary Pope would as usual coordinate with those attending 
and finalise the menu with our Hosts. 

 
The meal will be held in the Calcott Suite 7.0 p.m. for 7.30 p.m.   

 
TREASURERS REPORT.  Roger gave an up to date figure of what was currently being held in the 
National Westminster Bank.  Three thousand, six hundred and sixty-three pounds. 

 
CORRESPONDENCE.   In respect of the SATH closure of A&E services over night at the Princes Royal 
Hospital (PRH) and a request for input as a Group at a meeting on Thursday, November 22nd 2018.  
Attendees to give a short resume of what happens. No official delegate was finalised. 

 
A request had been received from Aaran West regarding the possibility of the Group purchasing a 
replacement wheelchair for the surgery after the current one was considered not fit for purpose. It 
was agreed that Aaran and Roger would finalise this purchase.  (Estimated to be around one 
hundred pounds). 

 
PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP   Aaran West had kindly updated our Poster advertising our 
existence and it was agreed that this would now be displayed in a more prominent position in the 
Surgery.   It was noted our concern about how few members we currently had, and it was felt that 
we had not done enough to promote ourselves and had missed the opportunity of no longer 
promoting ourselves at the Flu jab clinic and that we needed to be more pro-active hence the 
updated poster and we had asked that we receive more publicity within the Newsletter. 

 
We once again expressed our concern regarding the lack of support from the Doctors at the Surgery 
and we felt that our representation at the Surgery was a problem. 

 
It was asked if it were possible for our Group to be included more in such things as the Baby and 
Toddlers Group or perhaps the Breathing Group or other groups in order that they might consider 
joining ourselves in the future. 

 
ANY OTHER BUSINESS.  It was mentioned that perhaps a small note could be included in the 
paperwork with regard to the water sample and the use of the pipette rather than the bottle 
previously supplied. Although we were given to understand that this is explained when handing 
over the paperwork but perhaps the Reception Desk is not the appropriate place to discuss such a 
sensitive subject. 

 
It was also brought to our attention that the RSH operate an URGENT EYE CENTRE within the A & E 
where patients are fast tracked rather than waiting within the normal A & E area. 

 
Meeting Closed 8.0 pm. 

 
Date of next Meeting 14th March 2019 at 6.30 pm 
AGM                              13th June 2019     at 6.30 pm 


